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Regardless of the course topic, every instructor in a computing field endeavors to engage their students
in deep problem-solving and critical thinking. One of the specific learning outcomes throughout our
computer science curriculum is the development of independent, capable problem solving – and we
believe good pedagogy can bring such about. Our experiences indicate to us that students improve their
ability to analyze and solve complex computational problems when we pursue pedagogies that support
them in developing these skills incrementally. Specifically, we pursue a problem-based learning
approach that we apply individually in each course as well as across the entire curriculum of our
department, instead of solely considering our pedagogy on a course-by-course basis.
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1. What is Problem-Based Learning?
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) is a pedagogy that centers student learning around open-ended, studentdriven problems facilitated by an instructor in order to achieve the learning outcomes of a course. It appeals to
a cognitive constructivist epistemology which concludes from study and experience that learners gain more
through relating educational material to their own real-life experiences, and that such experience informs their
ability to conceptualize content (Duffy & Jonnasen, 1992). Constructivism calls for learning opportunities that
are experiential, active, collaborative, and that also develop problem-solving skills (Jonnasen, 2000). The goal
here for the learner is not to passively absorb and regurgitate information; but rather to actively engage with
the content, work through it with others, relate to it through an analysis with personal experience, and
effectively solve problems with the corresponding knowledge gained. Thus the ultimate goal is the
development of critical-thinking abilities.
This of course means that the student is an active participant in the learning process (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).
The result is a necessary relaxing of the traditional classroom structure so that students can pursue ideas in a
fashion that makes sense to them individually, rather than the specific prescribed approach that the instructor
may have in mind. Indeed, many approaches could be relevant for attaining the knowledge developed by the
intellectual task at hand. So, students need to be free to develop those knowledge constructions in their own
way. This does not mean that there is no structure to the process as some might suggest (Kirschner, Sweller &
Clark, 2006). But rather, that a looser structure governs the endeavor and allows the student to maneuver in
several different directions under the guidance of an engaged instructor. Of course, there are numerous
pedagogical approaches that enable this way of knowing. But one of the more promising approaches that has
served us well in the need for developing critical thinking skills is problem-based learning.
Problem-based learning has seen its largest and earliest adoption in the medical education field. Specifically,
the approach orients students “toward meaning-making over fact-collecting” (Rhem, 1998). However, much
of the recent literature clearly articulates the pedagogical approach and specifically discusses it in relation to
various fields of inquiry outside of medical education. For an in-depth discussion, the inaugural issue of The
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Interdisciplinary Journal of Problem-based Learning contains a particularly useful introduction that lays out
the essential elements of PBL (Savery, 2006).
For our work, we have found several underlying themes to be particularly cogent toward our instructional
activities. Specifically, PBL provides a context for the content of our courses; meaning that many of the
individual concepts that each course identifies are drawn together to solve the problems that are submitted to
students through the various projects that they work on during their coursework. It is important then to draw
the distinction that PBL presents specific problems for students to solve – this is not the same as working on
projects. The advantages of project work in computer science courses, such as the increased engagement of
students and the relationship to professional practice, are well understood (Fincher & Petre, 1998). Thus it is
common to assign projects as a way for students to illustrate their learning, and indeed to assess that learning.
We do the same. The importance here is recognizing that we are not solely doing project work, but also
solving specific problems based upon the content knowledge that has been developed in class. Such
scaffolding is integral to the process as students use the content provided along with their own experience, to
construct knowledge relating to the problem at hand (Collins, et al. 1991). PBL and project-based learning are
similar in that there is a shared goal of successfully completing the activity; however, different in that projects
typically posses more structure to a supplied and more explicit goal with more direct guidance from the
instructor. Problems on the other hand focus on the learner's role in identifying outcomes and parameters for
success (Savery, 2006).
When implementing PBL, we are trying to help students find solutions to problems contextualized
specifically within the content of their courses. Typically, these experiences take the form of group projects;
but the work can be pursued effectively on an individual basis as well. The process is by no means easy –
developing good problems for student to solve is a critical step in providing effective instruction (Duch, Groh
& Allen, 2001). These problems need to be reasonably well understandable as students begin developing their
problem solving skills, but increasingly ill-structured as students progress throughout their coursework.
Developing quality problems is quite hard – especially when considering the disparity of student knowledge
in any given class – and considerable instructor time must be devoted to the process. Furthermore, PBL
requires considerable amount of effort working directly with students, as the instructor must be available to
mentor students in the problem-solving process. Such mentoring is increasingly diminished as the students
become more capable of such thought on their own; but at the introductory level this mentoring requires
considerable effort on the part of the instructor to remain effective.
While PBL can be applied in any discipline, its appeal within computer science is clear. Many of the courses,
such as programming or software engineering courses, are essentially courses designed to teach problem
solving. With the rapid advances within the field, it is also of particular concern that students understand how
to be good independent learners. We will particularly value a pedagogy that results in graduates who are able
to educate themselves about new technologies and integrate them into their repertoire of problem-solving
tools. In the ACM’s 2008 computer science curriculum interim revision, six characteristics of computer
science graduates were described: a systems-level perspective, an appreciation of the interplay between theory
and practice, a familiarity with common themes and principles, significant project experience, attention to
rigorous thinking, and adaptability (ACM, 2008). The PBL approach directly supports the last three
characteristics, and makes itself open to, with a careful selection of problems, development of the first three
characteristics as well.

2. Applying Problem-Based Learning at the Curricular Level
Often problem-based learning is described as it applies to a single course. Instructors are encouraged to give
students small initial problems and gradually add complexity while removing specific guidance. The hope is
that by the end of the course students will be able to tackle real-world problems, and ideally broadly-specified
problems that they have selected for themselves. Students will take increased ownership of their learning and
will experience the pitfalls and dead ends of a realistic problem-solving process. This is a very appealing
picture, but when faced with the realities of the average college classroom, a pure application of the problembased learning pedagogy can be challenging.
Students often enter the ITL major at W&J with an interest in the particular tools that they will be using, or a
desire to construct the types of products they see other students generating in the courses. While this is
natural, and in fact provides good motivation to the students as they pursue difficult tasks, few students enter
our courses with a stated intention of becoming better problem solvers. They enter wishing to learn Java,
SQL, or PHP, or perhaps to build a dynamic website, analyze their network traffic, or develop a video game.
An appreciation for the general skill of problem solving only comes later in the curriculum, or after they have
graduated and entered the work force. This provides a particular challenge when making this skill central to
our curriculum.
One of the frequent complaints that we hear from our students is that they are being asked to do things we
"have not shown them how to do." Inevitably, what this means is that we have shown the students all of the
pieces that will be required to solve a problem, but we have not shown them explicitly how to coalesce these
together in order to reach their goal. From an instructor's perspective, this is purposeful. The process they are
expected to follow will have been illustrated and practiced, but the student is now invited to explore how this
process applies to a new setting. Without experiencing the process of experimenting with possible solutions
and pursuing paths to determine if they are fruitful or not, students will not be able to become self-sufficient
problem solvers. But the focus on independent solving and student-directed exploration encouraged in
problem-based learning can lead to novice students feeling overwhelmed by the degree of flexibility they
have been permitted (Kay et al., 2000). There is also a conception on students’ parts that assignments will ask
them to do highly structured problems that closely resemble problems they have been shown, and that can be
solved by applying the same steps with few adjustments. They may not be familiar with the complexity of
decomposing a problem into its parts and searching for a solution, particularly when an aspect of the problem
is defining what a good solution looks like. There is value in relating this disconnect between a student’s
perception of what a problem is and an instructor’s, or an employer’s, perception to the notion of a culture
clash between students and faculty that must be broached (Kolikant & Ben-Ari, 2008). The early stages of
PBL can be treated as a tool for closing the cultural gap by exhibiting for students an alternate model for
problem definition and solution. Instructors then must expect to introduce their students to this skill and help
them develop their problem solving abilities. While it is appropriate to allow students a certain degree of
mental discomfort and uncertainty, it is important that the creative leaps they are being asked to make are
within their grasp and that they can see a path to success with reasonable effort on their part. Our challenge is
to allow students to experience these frustrations while preventing their frustration from becoming so severe
they give up. The scaffolding provided by a PBL approach – especially when applied across numerous
courses within a curriculum – leads students effectively along this path.
Given the centrality of problem-solving to all academic endeavors, and to the entire breadth of a computer
science curriculum, it seems unrealistic to expect students to achieve a high level of proficiency during a
single course, particularly given the modest initial starting point of many new college students. It seems

preferable to view problem-solving skills as something that must be developed over a longer stretch of time most likely the student's entire college career. For novice problem-solvers, simply familiarizing them with the
idea that there may be more than one way to approach a problem, and that exploration is encouraged, may be
as large a step as they are prepared to take. It is, however, a step that would set these students up for greater
success in later courses that presuppose that initial comfort with the tenets of problem-based learning. For this
reason, we propose using problem-based learning as the framework for an entire curriculum.
There are secondary advantages to integrating problem-based learning across a curriculum. This approach
offers an ideal opportunity to encourage students to pursue self-regulated learning. Students are supported in
self-regulated learning when they are given opportunities, ideally explicitly through classroom tasks, to
practice the necessary skills of managing their own learning, including time management, goal awareness, and
appropriate use of peers and faculty in supporting their learning (Pintrich, 1995). Like problem-solving, selfregulated learning must be developed incrementally over time and the same activities that model the breaking
down of problem solving can also be used to illustrate to students a general process for learning. Additionally,
because of the tensions described above that some students may experience when first enrolling in a PBL
course, by implementing the approach across all courses in the discipline, students are shown that this is a
valid way of pursuing computer science education and come to expect this approach in their later courses
without significant orientation. Some PBL practitioners have also expressed concern that when PBL is
implemented in introductory courses but not followed at the higher level, the positive retention effects seen
early on may be reversed as students are faced with a more conventional course format (Kay et al., 2000).
It is worth noting that implementing a problem-based curriculum represents a significant commitment on the
part of the faculty involved. As we discussed above, mentoring students through their individual struggles
with problem solving experiences can be time intensive. When students are encouraged to develop their own
problems and solution strategies, faculty must plan on spending additional time during the semester to support
these efforts. For these reasons, a problem-based curriculum is likely to be most effective as a conscious effort
on the part of an entire department, where the additional workload will be recognized and supported. Courseload decisions and scheduling can be done with an awareness of and respect for the obligations of PBL,
particularly at the introductory level.
At a high level, then, when applying problem-based learning across a curriculum, we propose that instructors
should plan on having entry level courses simply introduce students to the process of problem solving and the
fact that they may be asked to approach novel problems with a willingness to explore and innovate.
Instructors should expect to provide a fair degree of guidance at this level about how particular problems
ought to be solved, leaving students with modest creative gaps to fill in. As students progress through a degree
program, the scope of the problems they will be expected to tackle will increase in complexity as the degree
of guidance they are given about how to solve the problem will decrease. The goal, by the end of their college
career, is to be able to take a significant real-world problem requiring an entire semester's worth of effort and
complete control over the process and produce results satisfying to a real-world standard.
3. Information Technology Leadership and the Liberal Arts
At Washington & Jefferson College, the Information Technology Leadership department selects from more
traditional IT and computer science curricula to design an interdisciplinary computing major that integrates
strongly with the liberal arts tradition. The ITL major allows students to customize a selection of courses that
meet their long-term goals, whether they intend to pursue a directly technical career or one where technical
skills play a valuable supporting role. Graduates of our program have gone on to graduate studies in

information security, IT management, and entertainment technology. They have pursued traditional
programming and system administration careers but have also pursued more entrepreneurial ventures and
branched out into human resources and technical writing. This variety of goals is supported by offering
students a flexible curriculum. ITL majors can select upper-level courses from any of three different emphases
including computer science (covering data structures, security, artificial intelligence, and systems analysis),
data discovery (covering data mining, geographic information systems, advanced databases and web-based
database development), and new media (covering digital imagery, digital video, web development and graphic
design). This flexibility enables students to build connections between these areas of study in a way that
makes sense to them intellectually, and in a fashion that also supports their diverse career goals. In addition,
we have worked to minimize long chains of pre-requisites in the major requirements to allow students
multiple entry points to the curriculum as well as the ability to take those courses that most interest them
early while they are still gauging their interest in the program.
With these goals in mind, there are three important learning objectives that underlie all of our courses. The
first is that students will graduate with a robust understanding of the vastly interdisciplinary nature of
computing. The second is that students will graduate with strong leadership skills, including effective
technical communication with both peers and non-technical people and project management abilities. The
third is that students will not only be able to use particular technical skills to solve familiar problems but will
have well-developed and flexible problem solving skills.
Within our curriculum we allow students to select from courses in three highly divergent emphases to form
one cohesive major. By offering a single major, we are asserting that regardless of one’s emphasis there is a
common set of knowledge and abilities that all students will have, and furthermore that set of knowledge and
abilities should support the area-specific work within each of the emphases. For example, every student
receives basic instruction in programming, databases, ethical and historical issues in computing, and humancomputer interaction. We view a central theme of the major to be developing problem-solving skills, using
computing as a tool in that process. Given the rapid growth in technology, it is impractical to try to graduate
students with the specific skills they will need in future employment. This is particularly true in an
interdisciplinary program where we cannot predict the specific domains within which our students will apply
their knowledge. By focusing primarily on the problem-solving skills that are used across domains, we equip
students for the diverse set of problems they may find themselves facing.
4. A Problem-Based Learning Liberal Arts IT Curriculum
The Information Technology Leadership department at Washington & Jefferson College follows a curriculum
that implements problem-based learning across the scope of the entire major. Taking this approach, we see
different types of work expected of students in different levels of courses as they proceed through the ITL
curriculum. At the 100-level, students do frequent small-scale exercises illustrating specific skills, and then as
the course proceeds begin to combine these specific skills to solve more complex problems. While students
may be given larger problems to solve late in the course, these are generally accompanied with guidelines on
how to decompose the problem into pieces of a magnitude more familiar to the student. A clear description of
a successful solution is provided.
Moving on in the curriculum at the 200-level, students begin to be expected to practice specific skills on their
own after instruction. The problem-solving starts at an intermediate level, but specific guidance is still given
on large-scale problem solving. There is still fairly explicit instruction on what features a successful solution
will have. As students reach the 300-level courses, they are expected to build on the skills they have obtained

earlier in the curriculum to develop solutions to open-ended problems with feedback from the instructor to
help keep them on the right track. There are fewer small assignments, as students are expected to identify the
component tasks or skills within the larger problems that they are solving. There is significant responsibility
on the student to shape the problem being solved and determine for themselves what a successful solution will
look like.
The application of problem-based learning to the ITL curriculum culminates in requiring all students to take
part in a 400-level capstone course titled Service Learning Project Management. The capstone requires all
students to tackle full scale problems without advance guidance in how the problem should be decomposed.
Specifically, students work in small teams to address the computing needs of a local non-profit as part of a
service-learning project. By this point in the program, students have the technical skills to complete the
projects, and the larger challenge is exercising the project-management skills to determine for themselves how
to manage the entire problem-solving process.
To help illustrate how we implement problem-based learning across our curriculum, we focus below on how
the computer science emphasis courses in particular shepherd students through successively high-level and
independent problem-solving tasks. Given below are some illustrative examples of problems, but this is not
intended to be an exhaustive listing of every such problem students would encounter. Instead we have focused
on the most significant project assigned for each representative course discussed.

Representative Course: Introduction to Programming (100-level)
Example Problem Given: Implement Missile Command using threads and arrays. (final
course project, following several shorter assignments, 2.5 weeks duration)
Level of Guidance:
 Relevant sample code for threads given.
 Ordered step-by-step description of
subtasks.
 Specification to use arrays to store data
on incoming missiles and active targets.
 Provision of basic equations for
distances between points, etc.
 Indication of time needed per subtask.
 Instructions on testing for each subtask.
 In-class exercises generating code
directly related to the more complicated
subtasks.

Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
 Understand and add to provided code.
 Solve a complex problem following a
detailed solution specification.
 Create a longer implementation out of
components the size of previously
completed assignments.
 Successfully work with a specified data
structure across all components of a
project.
 Manage completion and testing of
subtasks on a schedule.

Representative Course: Data Structures (200-level)
Example Problem Given: In 2-3 student teams, select one of a set of proposed projects
requiring a significant degree of data manipulation and create an efficient implementation,
e.g. book recommendation engine. (significant course project following half dozen traditional
assignments, 6 weeks duration)
Level of Guidance:
 Sample projects suggested, but students
must provide details.
 Weekly graded deadlines set for project
review and feedback by instructor.
 Explicit statement of task assignment to
team members for each week required
and approved.
 Data structure choice and
implementation strategy approved at first
weekly deadline.
 Class time spent meeting with groups,
discussing approach and timeliness of
progress.

Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
 Propose a feasible task decomposition of a
significant project.
 Select and argue for the appropriate data
structure and algorithms for the selected
project.
 Meet weekly team obligations, with
occasional instructor support.
 Implement and use studied data structures
and algorithms following agreed upon
interfaces.
 Develop group problem solving skills in a
structured environment.

Representative Course: Artificial Intelligence (300-level)
Example Problem Given: In 3-4 student teams, propose and implement a project requiring
the use of one of the studied AI algorithms, e.g. robot path planning. (significant course
project following half dozen traditional assignments, 6 weeks duration)
Level of Guidance:
 Initial project proposals are given
feedback before final proposal to be met
is submitted.
 Proposal for particular algorithm(s) to
employ and reasons for rejecting
competing alternatives submitted and
approved prior to implementation.
 Team plans for scheduling and workload
distribution are approved but not
monitored.
 Instructor available for outside-of-class
group meetings as initiated by teams.

Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
 Set and manage own problem
decomposition, with guidance.
 Select and justify choice of the most
suitable algorithm out of competing
approaches.
 Definite standards of success for an openended AI problem.
 Deliver an extensive implementation as
part of a student-run team.

Representative Course: Service Learning Capstone (400-level)
Example Problem Given: In 3-4 student teams, design and implement a solution to a
current technology problem facing a local non-profit organization. (single course project,
entire semester duration)
Level of Guidance:
 Instructor introduces team members to
organization liaison.
 Deadlines given for initial project scope
document and final deliverable.
 Presentation of scope document to
department faculty with feedback
provided.
 Instructor leads general course
discussions related to readings on project
management.

Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
 Student teams manage relationship with
and needs assessment for organization.
 Student teams internally manage
establishing deadlines and task
assignments.
 Appropriate training provided for
organization.
 Successful resolution of organization’s
problem, with specification of further
steps needed as called for.

As has been noted, in the lower level courses students generally do not spend the entire course solving a
single problem. In Introduction to Programming, each concept is practiced during class with on-the-spot
activities directly connected to the material and then weekly homework generally requires students to
combine a few of these concepts to solve a relatively small problem. As the class progresses, the in-class
activities often take the form of giving students a broad problem to try to solve, and then after the students
have had time to think about the problems, having the instructor model talking through their own problem
solving process at the front of the room, writing code, and naturally having false starts and bugs to fix. These
classroom and homework activities provide students with the necessary scaffolding to succeed on the larger
problem presented at the end of the course.
We can also see above the way in which scaffolding is provided by the progression of courses. When students
are asked in Data Structures to create a plan for solving their problem, they are explicitly told to think back on
the specification they were given at the end of Introduction to Programming and to model their plan after that.
Students not only have a model of what they should be doing, but then have experienced the advantages of
viewing a problem as an organized ordered set of component steps, reducing the perception of the task as
busywork delaying them from really starting the project.
This pattern continues when it comes to the types of interactions instructors have with student teams in 200level versus 300-level courses. For the data structures project described about book recommendations, given
the content of the course, the project focused on storing and efficiently accessing the collected data about each
of the texts. It would have been simple for this project to expand to a point where it was intractable given the
knowledge of the students and the timeframe for the project, and a significant amount of instructor effort went
into ensuring that the scope of the project was kept at a reasonable level. It was not assumed that the students
could yet anticipate what could or could not be accomplished during the time allotted and with the techniques
they had learned. Rather, the instructor’s role was to act as a reality check on the regular progress reports and
proposals for what to accomplish in the coming week. However, this same project could be used very suitably
in our 300-level artificial intelligence course. In that setting, both because of the topic of the course, and more

importantly because of the level of the course, it would be expected that students could determine for
themselves what the appropriate scope for the project ought to be. While advice from the instructor would, of
course, also be available, students would be expected to lay out what they believed to be a reasonable set of
features to include. Deviations from that feature set would be permissible only through a written update to
their originally submitted project specification. In this way, the students become responsible not just for
finding a solution, but also for defining the problem itself – often an integral part of the problem-solving
process that students miss out on.
We would also like to note that not all of the problem-solving that we ask students to do takes place in a
programming or technical context. For example, all majors and minors in our program are required to take a
100-level course, IT & Society that introduces students to the history of and social issues in computing. This
is a reading and writing intensive course. While students usually enter this course having already completed
an English composition class, we focus on the particular difficulties students have in reading technical content
and judging the credibility of various sources. We also begin instructing students on how to write technical
content that is accurate and appropriate for the intended audience. As in our introductory programming
course, our goal in this initial course is largely just to make students aware of the complexities they will have
to face when reading and writing about technology.
For example, often students enter this course having learned to read a story or historical account, but poorly
equipped to read a description of a software or hardware technology and extract the important details that
would allow them to assess the applicability of that technology to a particular problem or analyze its social
impact. They are well shy of the ability they will need in upper-level courses of reading about a technique or
algorithm and being able to implement it in order to reach a higher-level goal. In order to work students
towards this necessary analytical skill, in IT & Society we explicitly model for students the work that goes
into effective reading. We may give samples of the questions that they ought to be asking themselves and
require them to practice answering those questions. We may spend class time actively reading together and
discussing what we are focusing on and why. By explicitly modeling the analytical complexities of reading at
the introductory level, we set the stage to expect them to practice this skill effectively and independently at
the upper-levels.
While our tables above illustrate how four courses students in the CS emphasis would experience our
curriculum, the same general breakdown of the level of guidance and learning objectives, with slight shifts for
subject content, would also apply in our New Media and Data Discovery emphases. In fact, with 100-level
courses within the department required of students in all emphases, all students are guaranteed to get the same
initial experience of solving a significant problem while being supported through detailed guidance. We
believe it is a sign of the success of our approach that the 400-level capstone is again a shared experience,
with second-semester seniors from all three emphases enrolled in the same course and often working on teams
mixed across the emphases. Regardless of the subject matter specialization students have selected, they are all
expected to enter that course prepared for the independent, real-world problem solving required of them.
The capstone projects epitomize the type of real-world robust problem solving that problem-based learning
strives to have students ultimately be able to accomplish. Rather than being the end product of a single course,
these projects are really the end product of an entire curriculum – again, not just the content of that
curriculum, but also the independence and critical analysis skills that are intentionally developed through the
progressive courses. The course instruction is spent helping students make the final transition of applying
their problem solving skills in a real world setting where money, organizational mission, and the needs and

priorities of a client become part of the equation as well. This is possible because of the shared preparation
that all of the students taking part have had, whether they have taken the same prior courses or not. While they
may start unaware that problem-solving is a skill they must learn, by the time they graduate they are capable
of explicitly discussing this issue and how they must adapt their problem-solving strategies to the
requirements of their team and their client.
5. The Successes of a Problem-Based Curriculum
The successes of our senior students in their capstone course give us confidence in the success of our
curriculum. Over the past five years all 52 students who have taken part in the ITL capstone have successfully
completed it. The capstone projects require students to define the problem that needed to be solved, identify a
solution that could be implemented within the time frame of one semester and with the resources available,
and deliver that solution. Recently students have completed projects ranging from constructing a preliminary
GIS system for an ecological activism organization to creating a promotional film for an arts education
organization. We believe these accomplishments, along with the students’ ability to explain their problemsolving process, are positive signs for our curriculum helping students develop independent problem solving
skills.
We are also interested in whether the successes our students have while at W&J translate into successes in
their later careers. The ITL department is still quite new, so there are a limited number of graduates to survey,
particularly when focusing on those who have been out of school long enough to usefully reflect on the
benefits and shortcomings of our curriculum and its pedagogy. We do intend, once sufficient students have
graduated with an ITL major and spent at least 2-3 years in graduate school or the workplace, to enact a
rigorous analysis of our program outcomes. In the short term, however, we have been able to solicit feedback
from eight students who have graduated in the past few years, and maintained contact with one or more
members of the department. We asked them to reflect on the program, our curriculum, and how it has
prepared them for their current professional activities. These are only very preliminary results, but the
commonalities in the responses strongly reflect the advantages to our approach that we had hoped to see
commented on by our alumni.
Looking at their current careers, every student reported that their ITL courses were essential to their current
professional activities, and students consistently identified not just the content of the classes but the problemsolving aspects of their education in general as being crucial to their current successes. One graduate from the
New Media emphasis credited her introductory programming and 200-level data mining courses as giving her
a solid grounding in problem-solving that she uses today in her job. Another New Media student reported:
“I don't work directly in New Media now but I'm still required to provide a very high level of work, just like I was
then. I got used to sitting in front of the computer for hours and sticking with a project until it was finished, even if it
required exploring different strategies to get the desired product.”

Some students talked about putting their time-management and project-management skills to use. Said one:
“I think the most valuable skills I learned in ITL was how to manage my projects better. I always felt like each course
spent a lot of time working on the baseline before tackling the main objective. In my everyday work, I spend a lot of
time making sure I understand the fundamentals before trying to finish the final project.”

Another student, reflecting on the curriculum as a whole, said simply: “All courses promoted independent
learning, which is essential in the work world.”

When asked what made the problems in their courses more than just projects, students consistently mentioned
the same properties of a problem that we stressed earlier in the paper that make it more robust than simply a
project: that it is a realistic problem where the student defines the scope and the outcomes for success. Every
student cited an example of a “real-world” problem they were able to solve, often from their senior capstone.
But some went further and discussed the way in which the project required “original thought” or “critical
thinking” and some talked explicitly about the portions of the problem that involved determining what
realistically could be accomplished and how:
“We had to figure out who could do the work, when the work could be done, when we could meet as a group. […]
This experience was more problem solving than working on a project because the final result was public facing, and
there was a certain feeling of it being more "real world" than any other project. Also, managing people is a problem
that people face every single day in the work place, and my experience with planning will help me in the future.”

A few students also talked about the need for innovative work in the context of having to do research. The
themes of applicability and personal connection to and ownership of the project were quite clear from all of
the responses.
While these responses come from a limited sample of students, we see that when these alumni reflect on their
learning, they are aware of exactly those advantages of problem-based learning that we hope to achieve. They
believe that they have become good problem-solvers, and understand the role of independent learning and a
focus on real-world applicability to good problem solving. They understand, in retrospect, how deep problemsolving skills have been built up as they progress through the curriculum and are aware that it is not just the
subject-related prerequisites that help them succeed in their upper-level courses, it is also the general skills
they are acquiring in all of their lower-level courses combined that allow them to tackle real problems at the
end of their schooling and beyond. We are hopeful that future surveys will show the same positive reflections
amongst our alumni as a whole.
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